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Since its foundation in 2014, INNERSPACE has established itself as one of the major creative studios in the VR 

industry, particularly for its sense of innovation and artistry. Our latest productions have been selected for numerous 

festivals, gathered many awards and became widely popular among VR users. This international recognition has 

enabled the company to collaborate with the most important VR players and lead us towards greater ambition and 

audience for our future projects.

Our core team is 7 full time but the increase usually around 15 during full 
production. Our offices are based in the north of Paris

THE STUDIO

François Hollande, France’s President circa 2016 trying an 
Innerspace experience



▶ Creator of original IP tailored for VR with a focus on a narrative/interactive sweetspot 

▶ Several award-winning titles launched, with raving reviews from press and users

▶ We deliver high production value content with low costs on tight deadlines

▶ Veteran team with allround expertise in VR, ability for cross platform

▶ Proprietary tools and pipeline based on Unreal 4

OUR FRAMEWORK 

AAA game engine with custom optimizations 
for mobile development and 360 video export

In-house nodal interactive 
storytelling framework with 
innovative & efficient GUI

In-house framework for 
interactions & adventure 
puzzle game mechanics

Proprietary tools



WORKS
“Immersive” is not just a buzzword for us, it’s a duty and a passion. Each new project is a step further towards 

engaging more users in our stories and the worlds we have carefully crafted for them. With VR, we strive to create not 

just the most entertaining but the most accomplished and memorable experiences. Now, step into our world…  



Games



Maskmaker - release 2021
Narrative adventure game (~4hrs)
PC & PSVR

You play as a Maskmaker's apprentice and 
learn the magic of crafting masks to immerse 
yourself in the intriguing, enigmatic beings 
within the game. From mask-to-mask and 
puzzle-to-puzzle, explore your way through the 
"mask realm" to seek Prospero who appears 
to rule it and ultimately unravel the secret of 
this identity.

Published by : Madison Wells Media Interactive
Produced with the support of Creative Media 
Programme of the European Union and Region Ile 
de France.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jFco3_PdRjY


A Fisherman’s Tale - release 2019
Puzzle adventure game (~2hrs)
All headsets including PSVR & Oculus Quest

Play as Bob, a tiny fisherman’s puppet and  
twist reality in this mind-bending VR puzzle 
adventure game in which being turned upside 
down and inside out is not merely a play on 
words...

Co-produced by ARTE, published by VERTIGO 
GAMES and benefiting from raving  reviews,” it 
is already acclaimed as one of the best 2019 
VR titles !

“Might be the first VR game to achieve a perfect storm of gameplay, immersion and narrative in a single experience."                        9/10

https://uploadvr.com/why-a-fishermans-tale-is-one-of-our-most-anticipated-vr-games-of-2019/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-nv8sU3uPjE


The Corsair’s Curse - release 2019
LBE multiplayer experience (45’ - 2 to 4 players)
Backpacks PC & haptics (vibrating floor, wind)

Aboard a galleon wrecked on the shore of an exotic 
island, you and your friends will have to prove you 
are clever enough to solve the many puzzles which 
will lead you to the Corsair's treasure ! 

The LBE experience is distributed at Illucity, the 
first VR arcade franchise in France and is 
distributed worldwide by VERTIGO ARCADES from 
early 2019.

https://illucity.fr/fr/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Qx1UTak9Vo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5Qx1UTak9Vo


Playhead - release 2015
VR Musical Experience
Samsung Gear VR

Conduct a musical vessel through an electronic 
music piece in a retro-futuristic world. You will 
enter inside a musical record where the 
instrumental tracks are visually reproduced all 
around you in an abstract style. Interact with 
your environment to go through each part of the 
song, where challenges await.

Co-produced by Samsung

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jjzc3E4btv8


Experiences



© INNERSPACE VR INC. // STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Kubo Walks the City -  Release 
2021
Installation
Oculus Quest

Like an “ethno-detective”, the user follows 
the footsteps of Kubo, a Korean writer in 
his urban flanerie in Seoul in 1934, when 
Korea was under Japanese occupation. 
We discover the city through the press 
caricatures mocking the shortcomings of 
a part of Korean society emerging from 
the poverty and archaisms of the past, 
and discovering with reckless the 
modernity and prosperity coming with the 
occupation. Then we are confronted with 
the resistance of another part of the 
population, through the story of the first 
Korean athlete to win an Olympic medal in 
Berlin in 1936, seeing how this resistance 
was erased by censorship.

Partner : Ilmin Museum (Korea), Centre 
National du Cinema (France)
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Peach Garden - release 2020
Installation
Oculus Quest

Peach Garden is a free roaming large scale 
installation designed for standalone headsets. 
Director Hayoun Kwon created her own vision of a 
famous Middle Ages Korean painting through eight 
fantastic landscapes that the visitor can choose 
to explore in a free and unlimited way and time.  
The installation is designed for a 30x15m setting 
but the size of the garden can be adjusted for two 
other room scales.

Partner : Incheon Paradise Foundation (Korea). 
Distribution : Diversion Cinema

https://www.diversioncinema.com/?lang=fr
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l6VMVWosDTw


Doctor Who : The Runaway 
(Work for hire) - release 2019
Narrative/interactive experience
Tethered headsets - 360 Video

Step inside the TARDIS with the Doctor in this 
beautiful, animated, interactive story from the 
Doctor Who team.

Produced by BBC and Passion Pictures and 
developed by INNERSPACE this new piece from 
the well known Doctor Who IP has been one the 
highlight of 2019 narrative VR experiences.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9BuKcNVKPY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y9BuKcNVKPY
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The Firebird Series - release 
Series of narrative.interactive experiences 
(15-20’)
Oculus Rift/Vive, Oculus Go

The Firebird series is an award winning collection 
of magical narrative driven experiences, with 
music from the best classical orchestras, 
beautiful ballet performances and stunning 
visuals.  

Episode one, "La Péri” (2016) is one of the first 
experiences launched on the HTC Vive and Oculus 
touch. "The Unfinished", (2017) the 2nd episode 
has been funded entirely by Oculus Studios.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNH9-fP028A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oNH9-fP028A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QPMbkQEOks
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2QPMbkQEOks


Linear 360



Gauguin’s Inner Journey - release 
2017
Narrative 360 - Samsung Gear VR - 5’

Directed by Hayoun Kwon, this immersive 
journey into the heart of Paul Gauguin's 
imagination takes the viewer into a fascinating 
ballet of colors. Among other major works, 
Joyeusetés (Arearea) and The woman with the 
flower (Vahine no te tiare), take shape like in a 
dream. Based on testimonies left by the artist, 
you travel with Gauguin's thoughts during his 
first trip to Tahiti.

Partners : ARTE, RMN Grand Palais, Musée 
d’Orsay. Distribution : ARTE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WvNWFXlm6dc
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The Fifth Sleep - release 2015
Narrative 360 - PC - 5’

Inspired by the science fiction film Fantastic 
Voyage, The Fifth Sleep is a journey inside the 
most mysterious of all organs, the brain. You are 
participating in an experimental project to test 
the Proteus, a nanorobotic camera that can be 
injected inside the human body. Blood and veins 
aren’t all that you encounter, as your journey will 
take you through biological landscapes at a 
microscopic level. As you attempt to wake the 
patient from his coma, you will realize he has 
different plans and will take you on an amazing 
journey through his world and his dreams. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gI_3pDktB2M


The Cave - release 2015
Narrative 360  - PC - 4’

Go back in time and cross landscapes in the 
mighty glacial age (30,000BP) where you 
discover and explore a mysterious cave. 
Trekking through at a slow, poetic and 
contemplative pace, you’re confronted by a wall 
of prehistoric drawings and are overcome with 
their strong aura, as if you were the first to 
discover them. Deep in the cave, the drawings 
reveal a buried supernatural force hidden within 
the soul of the stone and transport you to 
another dimension. The experience is inspired 
by real paintings and observations which have 
been collected from experts in the field.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EKHASPFgC0
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The Forbidden City - release 2015
Narrative 360 - PC - 3’

The Forbidden City was the Chinese imperial 
palace from the Ming dynasty to the end of the 
Qing dynasty. It is located in the center of Beijing, 
China, and now houses the Palace Museum. It 
served as the home of emperors and their 
households as well as the ceremonial and 
political center of Chinese government for almost 
500 years. Built in 1406 to 1420, the complex 
consists of 980 buildings and covers 72 ha (180 
acres). The palace complex exemplifies 
traditional Chinese palatial architecture, and has 
influenced cultural and architectural 
developments in East Asia and elsewhere. The 
Forbidden City was declared a World Heritage Site 
in 1987.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MzS0tVW0iCU


Awards



A Fisherman’s Tale The Unfinished



Peach GardenLa Peri

Dr Who : The 
Runaway



PRODUCTION PARTNERS

SUPPORTED BY

      
Balthazar Auxietre, 
President, co-founder
balthazar@innerspacevr.com

      

      
Hayoun Kwon, 
co-founder

      hayoun@innerspacevr.com

For any enquiries please reach out to :

      
Richard Turco, 
Managing Director, Producer

      richard@innerspacevr.com
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